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Abstract 14 

Neurons receive synaptic inputs on extensive neurite arbors. How information is organized across arbors 15 

and how local processing in neurites contributes to circuit function is mostly unknown. Here, we used 16 

two-photon Ca2+ imaging to study visual processing in VGluT3-expressing amacrine cells (VG3-ACs) in 17 

the mouse retina. Contrast preferences (ON vs. OFF) varied across VG3-AC arbors depending on the 18 

laminar position of neurites, with ON responses preferring larger stimuli than OFF responses. Although 19 

arbors of neighboring cells overlap extensively, imaging population activity revealed continuous 20 

topographic maps of visual space in the VG3-AC plexus. All VG3-AC neurites responded strongly to 21 

object motion, but remained silent during global image motion. Thus, VG3-AC arbors limit vertical and 22 

lateral integration of contrast and location information, respectively. We propose that this local processing 23 

enables the dense VG3-AC plexus to contribute precise object motion signals to diverse targets without 24 

distorting target-specific contrast preferences and spatial receptive fields.  25 
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Introduction 26 

Neurons receive most of their synaptic input on large intricately branched dendritic arborizations. 27 

Traditionally, distributed inputs were thought to be summed linearly at the cell body (Yuste, 2011). 28 

However, recent studies uncovered extensive local processing and clustered plasticity of synaptic inputs, 29 

which enhance the computational power of dendrites (Grienberger et al., 2015, Harvey and Svoboda, 30 

2007, Kleindienst et al., 2011, London and Hausser, 2005, Losonczy et al., 2008). Although less studied, 31 

similar local processing occurs in terminal axon arbors, in which presynaptic inhibition and 32 

inhomogeneous distributions of voltage-gated ion channels can diversify the output of a single neuron 33 

(Debanne, 2004, Asari and Meister, 2012). 34 

Amacrine cells (ACs) are a diverse class of interneurons in the retina (Helmstaedter et al., 2013, 35 

MacNeil and Masland, 1998). Most of the approximately 50 AC types lack separate dendrites and axons, 36 

and receive input and provide output through the same neurites (Diamond, 2017). Among the few AC 37 

types that have been studied in detail, starburst and A17 ACs are critical for direction selectivity and dim 38 

light signaling, respectively (Grimes et al., 2015, Amthor et al., 2002, Vlasits et al., 2014, Yonehara et al., 39 

2016, Yoshida et al., 2001). The radially symmetric arbors of starburst ACs receive synaptic input and 40 

release neurotransmitters near and far from the soma, respectively (Ding et al., 2016, Vlasits et al., 2016). 41 

In a seminal study, Euler et al. (2002) discovered by two-photon Ca2+ imaging that the four to six primary 42 

neurites of starburst ACs with their daughter branches function as independent centrifugal motion sensors. 43 

A17 ACs were shown to process converging inputs from rod bipolar cells separately (Grimes et al., 44 

2010). For most AC types, however, whether arbors process inputs locally or integrate them globally and 45 

what specific stimulus features neurites encode remains unknown. 46 

As in most parts of the nervous system, synaptic communication of ACs occurs in dense 47 

neuropils in which arbors of neighboring cells overlap extensively (Helmstaedter et al., 2013). Population 48 

coding in sensory and motor systems has been studied at the level of cell bodies (Arnson and Holy, 2013, 49 

Churchland et al., 2012, Leonardo and Meister, 2013), but how cell-type-specific information is organized 50 

in population activity in neuropils has not been explored. 51 
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VG3-AC neurites stratify broadly in the center of the inner plexiform layer (IPL) forming a dense 52 

plexus in which processes of approximately seven cells overlap at any point (Haverkamp and Wassle, 53 

2004, Johnson et al., 2004, Kim et al., 2015). In somatic patch clamp recordings, VG3-ACs depolarize to 54 

light increments (ON) and decrements (OFF) restricted to their receptive field center, but hyperpolarize to 55 

large ON and OFF stimuli that include their receptive field surround (Kim et al., 2015, Lee et al., 2014, 56 

Grimes et al., 2011). In addition, VG3-ACs depolarize strongly to local object motion but hyperpolarize 57 

during global image motion as occurs during eye movements (Kim et al., 2015). VG3-ACs are dual 58 

transmitter neurons. They provide glutamatergic input to a group of motion sensitive retinal ganglion cell 59 

(RGC) types with diverse contrast and stimulus-size preferences (Krishnaswamy et al., 2015, Kim et al., 60 

2015, Lee et al., 2014), and provide glycinergic input to Suppressed-by-Contrast RGCs (SbC-RGCs), 61 

inhibiting selectively responses to small OFF stimuli (Lee et al., 2016, Tien et al., 2016, Tien et al., 2015). 62 

Whether VG3-AC neurite arbors process inputs locally or integrate them globally, what stimulus features 63 

they encode, and how visual information is organized in the population activity of the VG3-AC plexus to 64 

support its varied circuit functions is unknown. Here, we used two-photon Ca2+ imaging in a novel 65 

transgenic mouse line to address these questions.  66 
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Results and discussion 67 

We crossed VG3-Cre mice to a novel transgenic strain (Ai148) expressing the genetically encoded Ca2+ 68 

indicator GCaMP6f in a Cre-dependent manner enhanced by tTA-based transcriptional amplification. 69 

Staining for VGluT3 confirmed that GCaMP6f labeling in VG3-Cre:Ai148 retinas was mostly restricted 70 

to VG3-ACs (Figure – figure supplement 1) with sparse off-target expression in RGCs (Grimes et al., 71 

2011, Kim et al., 2015). We imaged GCaMP6f signals in scan fields (33 x 33 m for Figure 1, 2, and 4; 72 

13 x 100 m for Figure 3) in the IPL of flat-mounted retinas at 9.5 Hz with a pixel density of 4.7 73 

pixels / m2. Recording depths of scan fields were registered by their relative distance to the outer and 74 

inner boundaries of the IPL (0-100 %) detected by imaging transmitted laser light (Figure 1 – figure 75 

supplement 2). Visual stimulation (385 nm) was spectrally separated from GCaMP6f imaging (excitation: 76 

940 nm, peak emission: 515 nm); and recordings were obtained from the ventral retina, where S-opsin 77 

dominates (Haverkamp et al., 2005, Wang et al., 2011). To objectively identify processing domains of 78 

VG3-ACs neurites, we segmented images into functionally distinct regions of interest (ROIs) using a 79 

serial clustering procedure (Figure 1 – figure supplement 1; s. Materials and methods). 80 

 In somatic patch clamp recordings, VG3-ACs depolarize to small ON and OFF stimuli (Lee et al., 81 

2014, Kim et al., 2015, Grimes et al., 2011). Somatic Ca2+ transients exhibited similar ON-OFF profiles 82 

(Figure 1A and B). To test how ON and OFF responses are distributed across VG3-AC arbors, we 83 

recorded Ca2+ transients elicited by contrast steps in a small spot (diameter: 100 m) at different depths of 84 

the IPL (Figure 1B and Video 1). We quantified contrast preferences by a polarity index, ranging from -1 85 

for pure OFF responses to 1 for pure ON responses (s. Materials and methods). Polarity indices varied 86 

widely between ROIs (n = 5814, n = 11 mice). The distribution of polarity indices shifted with IPL depth, 87 

as neurites in the outer IPL (depths < 40 %) responded more strongly to OFF stimuli, and neurites in the 88 

inner IPL (depths > 40 %) responded more strongly to ON stimuli (Figure 1C,D). To make sure that the 89 

sparse off-target expression of GCaMP6f in RGCs did not contribute significantly to these results, we 90 

imaged signals in the IPL of VG3-Cre:Ai148 mice three weeks after optic nerve crush, which removes 91 
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most RGCs but not ACs (Park et al., 2008). Distributions of polarity indices measured in these 92 

experiments recapitulated the depth-dependent shift in contrast preferences observed in control retinas 93 

(Figure 1 – figure supplement 3). Because the arbors of each VG3-AC span the depth of the VG3-AC 94 

plexus (Grimes et al., 2011, Kim et al., 2015, Lee et al., 2014), it seemed unlikely that the shift in contrast 95 

preferences reflected differences between cells. Nonetheless, we imaged Ca2+ transients in two VG3-ACs 96 

filled with Oregon Green BAPTA-1, confirming that polarity indices shift within arbors of single cells 97 

(Figure 1F-I). The ratio of ON and OFF signals across VG3-AC arbors closely followed stratification 98 

patterns of ON and OFF bipolar cell axons in the IPL (Figure 1E) (Helmstaedter et al., 2013, Franke et al., 99 

2017, Greene et al., 2016). However, response polarities of VG3-AC neurites were less extreme than 100 

those reported for bipolar cell axons (Borghuis et al., 2013, Franke et al., 2017). This suggests that local 101 

bipolar cell innervation patterns and restricted postsynaptic signal (voltage and/or Ca2+) spread determine 102 

contrast preferences of VG3-AC neurites and limit vertical integration of visual information in their 103 

arbors. 104 

 A hallmark of VG3-ACs’ somatic voltage responses is strong size selectivity (Lee et al., 2014, 105 

Kim and Kerschensteiner, 2017, Kim et al., 2015). We therefore explored how VG3-AC neurites respond 106 

to contrast steps in spots of different sizes (Figure 2A and Video 1). The depth-dependent shift in contrast 107 

preferences of VG3-AC neurites observed for 100-m spots persisted when we calculated polarity indices 108 

based on responses to all stimulus sizes (Figure 2 – figure supplement 1). At all depths, only small stimuli 109 

(diameter < 400 m) elicited Ca2+ transients in VG3-AC neurites (Figure 2A and Video 1) and size-110 

selectivity indices of ROIs were uniformly high (Figure 2 – figure supplement 2), indicating that receptive 111 

field surrounds are strong across VG3-AC arbors. To measure ON and OFF receptive field centers, we 112 

estimated optimal stimulus sizes for each ROI using a template-matching algorithm (s. Materials and 113 

methods). ON receptive field centers of VG3-AC neurites were consistently larger than OFF receptive 114 

field centers, independent of IPL depth (Figure 2A-C). This could be due to larger dendritic territories of 115 

the ON compared to the OFF bipolar cells that provide input to VG3-ACs (Behrens et al., 2016), and/or 116 
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the fact that ON but not OFF bipolar cell axons are gap junctionally coupled to AII ACs (Marc et al., 117 

2014, Demb and Singer, 2015, Bloomfield and Volgyi, 2009). Both ON and OFF receptive field centers 118 

were smaller than VG3-AC arbors and only slightly larger than bipolar cell receptive field centers (Franke 119 

et al., 2017, Schwartz et al., 2012, Purgert and Lukasiewicz, 2015), supporting the notion that local input 120 

from a small number of bipolar cells shapes spatial receptive fields of VG3-AC neurites with limited 121 

lateral integration of visual information in their arbors. In contrast to differences in their spatial tuning, 122 

ON and OFF responses were equally transient across VG3-AC arbors (Figure 2A,D,E). By increasing our 123 

scan rate from 9.5 Hz to 37.9 Hz, we confirmed that our measurements of response transience were not 124 

limited by the image acquisition rate (Figure 2 – figure supplement 3).  125 

 At any point of the VG3-AC plexus, arbors from approximately seven cells overlap (Kim et al., 126 

2015). To explore how spatial information is encoded by population activity in this plexus, we imaged 127 

rectangular regions (height: 13 m, width: 100 m) in the IPL of VG3-Cre:Ai148 mice while presenting 128 

vertically oriented bars (height: 60-80 m, width: 50 m) at different positions (interval: 25 m, range: 129 

800 m) along the horizontal axis of the imaging region. We presented each bar for 1.5 s with an interval 130 

of 1.5 s between subsequent stimuli. Bars were shown in random sequences and responses reordered by 131 

stimulus positions in Figure 3A and Video 2. We analyzed ON and OFF responses separately, but 132 

combined data from different IPL depths, which did not differ in their spatial coding (Figure 2). For each 133 

pixel, we determined receptive field positions along the horizontal stimulus axis (Figure 3B; s. Materials 134 

and methods). This revealed continuous topographic maps in the VG3-AC plexus (Figure 3C,D). To 135 

quantify the precision of these maps, we calculated the accuracy with which naïve Bayes classifiers could 136 

assign neurite activity to specific parts of the map based on receptive field positions (s. Materials and 137 

methods). Even for single pixels, this accuracy was remarkably high (Figure 3E,F,H); and the minimal 138 

distance at which different regions of the map could be distinguished with > 75% accuracy (i.e. minimal 139 

separable distance) decreased further when considering that multiple pixels represent the activity of 140 

VG3-AC neurite processing domains (median number of pixels per ROI: 10, Figure 3G,I). Thus, local 141 
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processing generates precise topographic maps of visual space in the population activity of the dense 142 

VG3-AC plexus. 143 

 VG3-ACs participate in object motion sensitive circuits in the retina (Krishnaswamy et al., 2015, 144 

Kim et al., 2015, Kim and Kerschensteiner, 2017). We tested the ability of individual VG3-AC neurites to 145 

distinguish local and global image motion, using a stimulus in which square wave gratings overlaying 146 

center and surround regions of receptive fields moved separately or together (Kim et al., 2015, Olveczky 147 

et al., 2003, Zhang et al., 2012). Isolated motion of the center grating elicited robust Ca2+ transients in 148 

VG3-AC neurites at all depths, which remained silent during simultaneous motion of gratings in center 149 

and surround (i.e. global motion) (Figure 4A, Figure 4 – figure supplement 1, and Video 3). As a result, 150 

local motion preference indices (s. Materials and methods) of > 70% of ROIs were > 0.8 (Figure 4B,C). 151 

Thus, in spite of the diversity of responses to contrast steps, VG3-AC neurites exhibit uniform object 152 

motion sensitivity. 153 

 How does local processing in neurites of VG3-ACs contribute to their circuit function? VG3-ACs 154 

provide glutamatergic input to W3-RGCs, which detect movements in a small area of visual space closely 155 

aligned with their dendrites (Kim et al., 2015, Zhang et al., 2012). Input from VG3-ACs is required for 156 

normal object motion sensitive responses of W3-RGCs (Kim et al., 2015). If VG3-ACs integrated visual 157 

information globally, excitatory receptive fields of W3-RGCs would expand considerably, lowering the 158 

precision with which the position of moving objects could be inferred from their activity (Jacoby and 159 

Schwartz, 2017). In addition to W3-RGCs, VG3-ACs provide excitatory input to ON direction-selective 160 

ganglion cells (ON DSGCs), ON-OFF DSGCs and OFF-RGCs (Lee et al., 2014, Krishnaswamy et al., 161 

2015). These motion-sensitive RGC types differ in their preferred stimulus contrast and stratify dendrites 162 

at different depths of the IPL. The depth-dependent shift in contrast preferences across neurite arbors 163 

likely enables VG3-ACs to contribute motion-sensitive excitatory input to ON DSGCs, ON-OFF DSGCs, 164 

and OFF-RGCs without altering the diverse contrast preference of these targets. VG3-ACs also provide 165 

glycinergic input to SbC-RGCs (Tien et al., 2016, Tien et al., 2015, Lee et al., 2016). Whether VG3-ACs 166 
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release glutamate and glycine from different sites in their arbor and how these sites differ in their visual 167 

information remains to be determined. Nonetheless, when VG3-ACs were removed from the retina, 168 

inhibitory input to SbC-RGCs was reduced for OFF but not ON stimuli (Tien et al., 2016). The local 169 

processing of ON and OFF signals we observe in VG3-AC arbors could help explain this selective deficit. 170 

Finally, we find that, because of local processing, population activity in the VG3-AC plexus reflects local 171 

presynaptic input patterns rather than postsynaptic identity and represents visual space in remarkably 172 

precise continuous topographic maps. Thus, local processing enables the dense VG3-AC plexus to 173 

contribute precise and uniformly selective object motion signals to diverse targets without distorting 174 

target-specific contrast preferences and spatial receptive fields.  175 
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Materials and methods 176 

Animals 177 

We crossed VG3-Cre mice, in which Cre recombinase is expressed from a bacterial artificial chromosome 178 

(BAC) containing regulatory sequences of the Slc17a8 gene encoding VGluT3, provided by Dr. R.H. 179 

Edwards (Grimes et al., 2011) to the Ai148 strain, a novel transgenic line made by first targeting a 180 

Flp/Frt-based docking site cassette into the TIGRE locus on chromosome 9, followed by modification of 181 

that locus by Flp-induced RMCE. Ai148 mice contain Cre-regulated units within the TIGRE locus 182 

(Madisen et al., 2015) for both GCaMP6f and tTA2 expression, thereby allowing for tTA-based 183 

transcriptional amplification of GCaMP6f in a two mouse system. To allow targeting of VG3-ACs under 184 

two-photon guidance for filling with Oregon Green BAPTA-1, we crossed VG3-Cre mice to the Ai9 185 

tdTomato reporter strain (Madisen et al., 2010). Mice were housed in a 12 hr light/dark cycle and fed ad 186 

libidum. We isolated retinas from mice of both sexes aged between postnatal day 30 (P30) and P45. All 187 

procedures in this study were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of 188 

Washington University School of Medicine (Protocol # 20170033) and were performed in compliance 189 

with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. 190 

Optic nerve crush 191 

Mice (P30) were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylene (10 mg/kg). The optic 192 

nerve was exposed intraorbitally and crushed with forceps (Dumont #55 FST) for ~10 s ~1 mm behind 193 

the posterior surface of the eyeball. At the end of surgery, a drop of 0.5% proparacaine hydrochloride 194 

ophthalmic solution was administered for pain control, and Melocxican SR (4mg/Kg) was injected s.c. 195 

immediately and 24 hours after surgery. Triple antibiotic ointment (Actavis) was applied to the cornea for 196 

infection prophylaxis. 197 

Tissue preparation 198 

Mice were dark-adapted for more than 1 hour, deeply anesthetized with CO2, killed by cervical 199 

dislocation, and enucleated. Retinas were isolated under infrared illumination in mouse artificial 200 
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cerebrospinal fluid buffered with HEPES (mACSFHEPES for immunohistochemistry) or sodium 201 

bicarbonate (mACSFNaHCO3 for two-photon imaging). mACSFHEPES contained (in mM): 119 NaCl, 2.5 202 

KCl, 2.5 CaCl2, 1.3 MgCl2, 1 NaH2PO4, 11 glucose and 20 HEPES (pH adjusted to 7.37 with NaOH). 203 

mACSFNaHCO3 contained (in mM) 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 20 glucose, 26 204 

NaHCO3 and 0.5 L-Glutamine equilibrated with 95% O2 / 5% CO2. Isolated retinas were flat mounted on 205 

black membrane disks (HABGO1300, Millipore for immunohistochemistry) or transparent membrane 206 

discs (Anodisc 13, Whatman, for two-photon imaging). 207 

Immunohistochemistry 208 

Flat-mounted retinas were fixed for 30 min in 4% paraformaldehyde in mACSFHEPES at room temperature 209 

(RT) and washed three times for 10 min in PBS at RT. The fixed tissue was cryoprotected with 210 

incubations in 10%, 20%, and 30% sucrose in PBS for 1 hr at RT, 1 hr at RT, and overnight at 4°C, 211 

respectively, followed by three cycles of freezing (held over liquid nitrogen) and thawing (in 30% sucrose 212 

in PBS). Retinas were then washed three times in PBS for 1 hr at RT, and stained for VGluT3 (rabbit 213 

anti-VGluT3, Cat. No. 1352503, Synaptic Systems) and GFP (chicken anti-GFP, 1:1000, Cat. No. 214 

A10262, ThermoFisher) for three to five days at 4°C in PBS with 5% normal donkey serum and 0.5% 215 

Triton X-100. Subsequently, retinas were washed three times for 1 hr in PBS, stained with Alexa 488- 216 

Alexa 568-conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen, 1:1000) overnight at 4 °C, washed three times in 217 

PBS for 1 hr, and mounted in Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories) for confocal imaging. 218 

Confocal imaging 219 

Confocal image stacks of fixed tissue were acquired through 20 X 0.85 NA or 60 X 1.35 NA oil 220 

immersion objectives (Olympus) on an upright microscope (FV1000, Olympus). Confocal images were 221 

processed and analyzed with Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). 222 

Visual stimulation 223 

Visual stimuli were written in MATLAB (The Mathworks) using the Cogent Graphics toolbox (John 224 

Romaya, Laboratory of Neurobiology at the Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University 225 
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College London). Stimuli were presented from a UV E4500 MKII PLUS II projector illuminated by a 226 

385 nm LED (EKB Technologies) and focused onto the photoreceptors of the ventral retina via a substage 227 

condenser of an upright two-photon microscope (Scientifica). All stimuli were centered on the two-228 

photon scan field and their average intensity was kept constant at ~ 1,600 S-opsin isomerizations / S-cone 229 

/s. To test contrast preferences, receptive field sizes, and response transience, the intensity of spots of 230 

varying diameter (20, 50, 76, 100, 150, 200, 400, and 800 m) was square-wave-modulated (1.5 s ON, 231 

1.5 s OFF) for five cycles. The order in which spots of different size were presented was randomly chosen 232 

for each scan field. To probe the distribution of receptive field positions in the VG3-AC plexus, vertical 233 

bars (height: 60-80 m, width: 50 m) were presented at different positions (interval: 25 m, range: 234 

800 m) along the horizontal axis of a rectangular imaging region (height: 13 m, width: 100 m). To 235 

compare responses to local vs. global motion stimuli, narrow square wave gratings (bar width: 50 m) 236 

over the receptive field center (diameter: 150 m) and surround (150-800 m from center of the image) 237 

were moved separately or in unison (Kim et al., 2015, Zhang et al., 2012). A gray annulus was included in 238 

the spatial layout of the stimulus to reliably separate movement in the center and surround. Each grating 239 

motion lasted 0.5 s, and movements were separated by 1.5 s. 240 

Two-photon imaging 241 

A custom-built upright two-photon microscope (Scientifica) controlled by the Scanimage r3.8 MATLAB 242 

toolbox was used in this study; and images were acquired via a DAQ NI PCI6110 data acquisition board 243 

(National Instruments). GCaMP6f and Oregon Green BAPTA-1 were excited with a Mai-Tai laser 244 

(Spectra-Physics) tuned to 940 nm, and fluorescence emission was collected via a 60 X 1.0 NA water 245 

immersion objective (Olympus) filtered through consecutive 450 nm long-pass (Thorlabs) and 513-246 

528 nm band-pass filters (Chroma). This blocked visual stimulus light (peak: 385 nm) from reaching the 247 

PMT. We compared imaging GCaMP6f signals at higher pixel density (4.7 pixels / m2) and lower scan 248 

rate (9.5 Hz), to imaging at lower pixel density (0.85 pixels / m2) and higher scan rate (37.9 Hz). 249 

Because image segmentation was more reliable at the higher pixel density and measurements of response 250 
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transience were indistinguishable between both scan rates (Figure 2 – figure supplement 3), we acquired 251 

images throughout this study at 9.5 Hz with a pixel density of 4.7 pixels / m2. Imaging depths were 252 

registered by their relative distances to the borders between the IPL and the inner nuclear layer (IPL 253 

depth: 0%) and between the IPL and the ganglion cell layer (IPL depth: 100%). Borders were detected in 254 

transmitted light images (Figure 1 – figure supplement 2). Scan fields at different IPL depths were imaged 255 

in pseudorandom order; and for each scan the retina was allowed to adapt to the laser light for 30 s before 256 

presentation of visual stimuli. All images were acquired from the ventral retina, where S-opsin dominates 257 

(Wang et al., 2011, Haverkamp et al., 2005). Throughout the experiments, retinas were perfused at 258 

~7 mL / min with 34°C mACSFNaHCO3 equilibrated with 95% O2 / 5% CO2. 259 

Single VG3-ACs were filled with Oregon Green BAPTA-1 via a patch-clamp electrode in 260 

VG3-Cre Ai9 mice (Kim et al., 2015). The intracellular solution contained (in mM): 116 D-gluconic acid 261 

(potassium salt), 2 NaCl, 6 KCl, 4 adenosine 5’-triphosphate (magnesium salt), 0.3 guanosine 5’-262 

triphosphate (sodium salt), 20 HEPES, 10 phosphocreatine (disodium salt), 0.15 Oregon Green 488 263 

BAPTA-1. The pH of this solution was adjusted to 7.25 with KOH. 264 

Image processing 265 

Registration. Transmitted light images were acquired simultaneously with fluorescence images and were 266 

used to detect z-axis displacements that resulted in rejection of the respective image series. Images of 267 

series without z-axis displacements were registered to the middle frame using built-in functions in 268 

MATLAB. Rigid transformations were applied to both transmitted and fluorescence images. The quality 269 

of registration was confirmed by visual inspection, before transformed fluorescence images were used for 270 

further image processing and analysis. 271 

Denoising. Time series of each pixel were searched for outliers (> 10 SD). If outliers were isolated in 272 

time (i.e. pixel value before and after outlier < 10 SD), they were replaced with the average of the value 273 

before and after the outlier. This algorithm effectively removed PMT shot noise. 274 
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Segmentation. To identify functional processing domains in VG3-AC neurites with minimal assumptions 275 

and user involvement, we developed a serial clustering procedure, in which a functional clustering 276 

algorithm is successively applied to different image features. This procedure removed pixels of the image 277 

not responding to visual stimulation and automatically assigned responsive pixels to functionally 278 

coherent, spatially contiguous regions of interest (ROIs). The functional clustering algorithm was based 279 

on Shekhar et al. (2016), beginning with principal components analysis to reduce the dimensionality of 280 

the input feature to the minimum needed to explain 80% of its variance. This was followed by a K-281 

nearest-neighbor (KNN) algorithm, which generated a connectivity matrix. The connectivity matrix was 282 

then used in community detection clustering (Le Martelot and Hankin, 2012). We first applied functional 283 

clustering to the raw data of an image series and removed low-intensity pixels. Signals of remaining 284 

pixels were normalized to their peak and fed back into the functional clustering algorithm to group pixels 285 

with similar response properties. Groups of functionally similar pixels were divided into spatially 286 

contiguous ROIs within the image. The average response traces of these ROIs were subjected to further 287 

rounds of functional clustering, in which spatially adjacent ROIs that were grouped in the same cluster 288 

were merged. This process was repeated until it converged on a stable solution (typically less than 15 289 

iterations). Finally, ROIs identified in this procedure were examined for signal correlation with the visual 290 

stimulus and size, to reject non-responsive and/or small (< 5 pixels) ROIs. 291 

 To explore encoding of spatial information in the VG3-AC plexus (Figure 3), we analyzed 292 

distributions of receptive field positions on a pixel-by-pixel basis rather than by ROIs. For this analysis, 293 

image series were 2-D median filtered (3 x3 pixel kernel), and pixels whose standard deviation was in the 294 

lower 25% of all pixels were excluded. 295 

Detrend. To detrend signals from Oregon Green BAPTA-1 imaging, we removed low-frequency 296 

fluctuations by ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) of each ROI (Wang et al., 2014). 297 

Parameters were set to the following values for EEMD: noise level = 0.1, ensemble number = 100, 298 

number of prescribed intrinsic mode functions = 10. 299 
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Image analysis 300 

Polarity index. Responses of each ROI to contrast steps in small spots (diameter: 100 m) were divided 301 

into ON and OFF periods (1.5 s each, Figure 1). The median peak response to five stimulus repeats during 302 

each period was then used to calculate a polarity index as follows: 303 

𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =  
𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑂𝑁 − 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑂𝐹𝐹

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑂𝑁 + 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑂𝐹𝐹
 

A polarity index of 1 indicates pure ON responses, whereas a polarity index of -1 indicates pure OFF 304 

responses. To confirm that the observed depth-dependent shift in contrast preferences across VG3-AC 305 

arbors was not restricted to a specific stimulus size, we alternatively calculated polarity indices using 306 

average responses for all stimulus sizes (diameter: 20 – 800 m, Figure 2 – figure supplement 1). 307 

Transience index. The transience index (Figure 2) was calculated separately for ON and OFF responses of 308 

each ROI to contrast steps in its preferred spot size according to: 309 

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 1 −
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒(𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 + 𝛼)

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒(𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘)
 

ON and OFF periods each lasted 1.5 s. 𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the time to peak, measured from stimulus onset, and 𝛼 is a 310 

delay set to the fourth frame (~420 ms) after the peak frame. Because response transience was weakly 311 

correlated with response amplitude (R2 = 0.0187, p < 10-34, n = 3631 ROIs), we corrected transience 312 

indices by linear regression and rejected responses to ON or OFF stimuli if their maximal amplitude was 313 

< 25% of the OFF or ON responses of the same ROI, respectively. A corrected maximal transience index 314 

of 1.15 indicates that the GCaMP6f signal returned to baseline at time 𝛼 after the peak.  315 

Receptive field center size. Consistent with previous studies (Crook et al., 2008), we defined receptive 316 

field center size as equivalent to the stimulus size eliciting the maximal response (Figure 2). We used a 317 

template-fitting algorithm to measure the receptive field center size of each ROI. For each ROI (i.e. 318 

target), normalized stimulus-size-response functions of 20 other randomly chosen ROIs (i.e. templates) 319 

were scaled and shifted along the x-axis to best fit its own normalized stimulus-size-response. To increase 320 
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the reliability of curve fitting, stimulus-size-response functions were interpolated from smallest to largest 321 

stimulus size (2-μm intervals) using shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpolation. The receptive field 322 

center size of the target ROI was then defined as the average of the estimated optimal stimulus sizes from 323 

matching of all 20 template ROIs. Responses to ON or OFF stimuli were rejected if their maximal 324 

amplitude was < 25% of the OFF or ON responses, respectively. 325 

Size selectivity index. The peak responses to 100-m- and 400-m-diameter spots of each ROI were used 326 

to calculate size selectivity according: 327 

𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =  
𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘100 𝜇𝑚 − 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘400 𝜇𝑚

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘100 𝜇𝑚 + 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘400 𝜇𝑚
 

A size selectivity index of 1 indicates the ROI selectively responds to the smaller stimulus (diameter: 328 

100 m), whereas a index of -1 indicates the ROI selectively responds to the larger stimulus (diameter: 329 

400 m). ON and OFF responses were analyzed separately. 330 

Receptive field position and accuracy of location prediction. To analyze how spatial information is 331 

encoded in population activity of the VG3-AC plexus (Figure 3), we presented vertical bars at different 332 

positions along the horizontal axis of a rectangular imaging region (s. Visual Stimulation). We plotted 333 

responses of each pixel as a function of horizontal bar position and fit the relationship with a Gaussian 334 

function to estimate the pixel’s receptive field position along the horizontal axis. Pixels with receptive 335 

field positions > 50 μm outside the image region were rejected (6.9% of all pixels were rejected). 336 

 Receptive field positions of pixels in the VG3-AC plexus formed continuous topographic maps. 337 

To quantify the precision of these maps, pixels in the image were separated into 38 overlapping bins. 338 

Each bin was 25 m wide, and centers of adjacent bins were 2 m apart. ON (OFF) responses of pixels 339 

were excluded from this analysis if their maximal amplitude was < 25% of the OFF (ON) response. For 340 

all possible combinations, two bins were selected and assigned to different classes. Pixels from the two 341 

bins were randomly split into training and testing sets in 9:1 ratio. Then, a naïve Bayes classifier was 342 

applied to learn the distributions of receptive field positions in the two bins according to: 343 
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𝑃(𝑐|𝑥) =  
𝑃(𝑥|𝑐)𝑃(𝑐)

𝑃(𝑥)
 

where x is the predictor (i.e. the receptive field position of a pixel), P(x) is the prior probability of the 344 

predictor, c is the class, P(c) is the prior probability of the class (i.e. the assigned bin of a pixel), P(x|c) is 345 

the likelihood of predictor given the class, and P(c|x) is the posterior probability of the class given the 346 

predictor. All the probability distributions in the naïve Bayes classifier were assumed to be Gaussian 347 

distributions. To allow for unbiased estimations with unequal numbers of the pixel from each bin, we 348 

resampled the data of each bin to match the bin with the maximum pixel number. Thus, the posterior 349 

probability learned by the model directly reflects the likelihood, which is equal to the probability 350 

distribution of the receptive field positions in the bin. To measure the accuracy of model predictions, data 351 

were split randomly into training and testing sets, and tests performed 100 times. The accuracy of model 352 

predictions was then measured as the average of percentage of correct predictions across all 100 splits and 353 

tests. To make sure that the model reflects the separation of spatial distributions, we shuffled the receptive 354 

field positions between bins for classification, which consistently resulted in the chance level of 355 

prediction accuracy. Because VG3-AC neurite processing domains contain more than one pixel (median 356 

ROI size: 10 pixels), we tested how prediction accuracy changed when more than one pixel contributes to 357 

learning the relationship between image location and receptive field position. 358 

Local motion preference index. Median responses of each ROI to isolated grating motion in the receptive 359 

field center (i.e. local motion) and to synchronous grating motion in receptive field center and surround 360 

(i.e. global motion) were used to calculate a local motion preference index as follows: 361 

𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =
𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 + 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙
 

A local motion preference index of 1 indicates that the respective ROI responded only to local and not to 362 

global motion. 363 
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IPL depth sampling. According to previous studies and the GCaMP6f signals in our experiments, neurites 364 

of VG3-ACs stratify between 20% and 60% of IPL depth. In our analyses, we binned ROIs into six 365 

different depths with equally spaced boundaries from 18% to 62% of IPL depth, encompassing the 366 

complete depth of the VG3-AC plexus. In all figures, the depth of each binned data set is given as the 367 

average depth of all ROIs within the defined boundaries across all experiments included in the data set. 368 

Statistics 369 

We acquired functional imaging data from retinas of 17 mice. All summary data and response traces are 370 

presented as mean ± SEM. Differences between receptive field center size and transience of ON and OFF 371 

responses were statistically examined by Wilcoxon rank sum tests. Tests at different IPL depths were 372 

corrected by the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple comparisons. Depth-dependent differences 373 

for polarity and local motion preference indices were tested by Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, and the 374 

paired-group sample-median comparisons were corrected by the Tukey-Kramer method for multiple 375 

comparisons.  376 
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Figure 1. Contrast preferences of VG3-AC neurites shift across IPL depths. (A) Schematic of the 525 

VG3-AC circuit. VG3-AC neurites receive input from ON and OFF bipolar cells (ON and OFF BC) and 526 

synapse onto RGCs. (B) Ca transients of ROIs at different imaging depth elicited by contrast steps in a 527 

small spot (diameter: 100 m). A bar at the top indicates the stimulus timing. The black trace (shaded 528 

area) shows the mean (± SEM) responses of VG3-AC somata (n = 15). The six color-coded traces (shaded 529 

areas) indicate the mean (± SEM) responses of neurite ROIs at different IPL depths (21%: n = 673, 530 

purple; 29%: n = 972, blue; 37%: n = 817, sky; 44%: n = 1029, green; 51%: n = 1380, lime; 60%: n = 531 

928, olive). (C, D) Distributions (C) and mean ± SEM (D) of polarity indices of VG3-AC neurite ROIs at 532 

different IPL depths color-coded as in B. Polarity indices differed between IPL depths (p < 10-16, Kruskal-533 

Wallis one-way ANOVA). ROIs at 21% and 29% IPL depth were more biased to OFF responses than at 534 

other depths (p < 10-4 compared to 37%; p < 10-7 for 44% - 60%). ROIs from 51% - 60% IPL depth were 535 

more biased to ON than ROIs from 21% - 44% (p < 10-7). No significant differences were observed 536 

between 21% and 29% (p = 0.99) and between 51% and 60% (p = 0.98). Even without image 537 

segmentation, using the average activity of each image plane a single data point, polarity indices differed 538 

across IPL depths (p < 10-12, Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA; 21%: n = 15; 29%: n = 18; 37%: n = 14; 539 

44%: n = 16; 51%: n = 23; 60%: n = 20). (E) Lines show the distributions (i.e. skeleton densities) of 540 

axons of different OFF (BC1 – BC4) and ON (BC5t – BC7) bipolar cells types from 15% - 65% IPL 541 

depth, according to (Greene et al., 2016, Helmstaedter et al., 2013) (F) Representative image of a 542 

VG3-AC filled with Oregon Green BAPTA-1 via a patch-clamp pipette. (G, H) The average responses 543 

(± SEM, G) and polarity index distributions (H) of ROIs of a single VG3-AC at two IPL depths (34%: n 544 

= 50, blue; 47%: n = 59, green). (I) Depth-dependent shift in polarity indices (mean ± SEM) of neurite 545 

ROIs of two VG3-ACs filled with Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (depth-dependent differences within cells 546 

p < 10-8 and p < 0.05).  547 
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Figure 2. ON and OFF responses in VG3-AC neurites differ in preferred stimulus size, but are 548 

equally transient. (A) Ca responses of ROIs at different imaging depths to contrast steps in spots of 549 

different size. Spot diameters are noted above the bars indicating stimulus timing. The black traces 550 

(shaded areas) show the mean (± SEM) responses of VG3-AC somata (n = 8). The color-coded traces 551 

(shaded areas) indicate the mean (± SEM) responses of ROIs at different IPL depths (21%: n = 306, 552 

purple; 29%: n = 456, blue; 37%: n = 336, sky; 43%: n = 367, green; 50%: n = 700, lime; 60%: n = 588, 553 

olive). (B) The distributions of ON (white) and OFF (dark gray) receptive field center sizes of VG3-AC 554 

neurite ROIs. ON receptive field centers were larger than OFF receptive field centers (p < 10-99, Wilcoxon 555 

rank sum test) (C) Receptive field center sizes (mean ± SEM) of ON (open circles) and OFF (filled 556 

circles) responses as a function of IPL depth. Because small response amplitudes led to rejection of 557 

> 50% of ON responses of ROIs from 21% - 37% IPL depth (s. Material and methods), we restrict 558 

comparisons to 43% - 60% IPL depth. At all these depths, ON receptive field center sizes were larger than 559 

OFF receptive field center sizes (43%: p < 10-8, 50%: p < 10-9, 60%: p < 10-9, Wilcoxon rank sum test 560 

with multiple comparison correction using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure). Even without image 561 

segmentation, using the average activity of each image plane a single data point, ON receptive field 562 

centers were larger than OFF receptive field centers (p < 10-3, Wilcoxon rank sum test, total: n = 61, 21%: 563 

n =6; 29%: n = 13; 37%: n = 7; 43%: n = 6; 50%: n = 12; 60%: n = 17). (D) The distributions of 564 

transience indices of ON (white) and OFF (dark gray) responses of VG3-AC neurite ROIs did not differ 565 

significantly (p = 0.925, Wilcoxon rank sum test). (E) Summary data (mean ± SEM) of transience indices 566 

of ON (open circle) and OFF (filled circle) responses as a function of IPL depth. Due to the high rejection 567 

rate of ON responses from 21% – 37% IPL depth, comparisons were restricted to 43% - 60% IPL depth. 568 

Transience indices of ON response is marginally lower than those of OFF responses at 43% (p < 0.05), 569 

but were not significantly different at 50% (p = 0.82) and 60% (p = 0.05) IPL depth (Wilcoxon rank sum 570 

test with multiple comparison correction using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure). We are not sure what 571 

accounts for the greater response transience observed in VG3-AC neurites vs. somata (p < 10-4, Wilcoxon 572 

rank sum test). One possibility is that inhibitory synaptic inputs favor neurites and abbreviate responses.  573 
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Figure 3. Population activity of the VG3-AC plexus encodes spatial information with high precision. 574 

(A) Schematic of visual stimulus. Vertical bars (height: 60-80 m, height: 50 m width) were presented 575 

at 17 different positions along the horizontal axis of a rectangular imaging region (height: 13 m, width: 576 

100 m). Stimulus positions were symmetric around the center of the imaging region and spaced by 577 

25 m center-center distances from -150 m to 150 m. In addition, bars were 578 

presented -400 m, -200 m, 200 m, and 400 m from the center of the imaging region. Each bar was 579 

presented three for 1.5 s with an interval of 1.5 s between stimuli. The order of stimulus positions was 580 

randomized and each stimulus repeated three times. (B) Heatmap of normalized responses in VG3-AC 581 

neurites to bars stimuli from -150 m to 100 m from the center of the imaging region at an IPL depth of 582 

53%. Responses have been reordered by stimulus positions. Each row of the heatmap represents the 583 

activity a single pixel. Pixels were sorted by their distance from the center of the imaging region (-50 m 584 

to 50 m). (C) Representative images of the VG3-AC plexus in the scan region obtained by averaging the 585 

GCaMP6f signal over (left: IPL depth 36%, right: IPL depth 53%). (D) Maps of receptive field positions 586 

in the same regions of the VG3-AC plexus shown in C (left: OFF responses, right: ON responses). (E) 587 

Distributions of receptive field positions of pixels in four adjacent subsections (color-coded from left to 588 

right in: purple, sky, lime, and olive) of the scan regions shown in C and D. Receptive field positions of 589 

the pixels of each image were aligned to zero their average. (F, H) The accuracy with which a naïve 590 

Bayes classifier can assign the location of a VG3-AC neurite pixel based on its receptive field position to 591 

one of two image subsections increases as a function of the distance between these subsections (solid 592 

lines). Dashed lines shows the accuracy when classifiers were trained on shuffled receptive field 593 

positions. (G, I) The minimum separable distance (i.e. the point at which prediction accuracy reaches 594 

75%) decreased when predictions were based on multiple pixels (e.g. median ROI size in VG3-AC 595 

neurites: 10 pixels).  596 
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Figure 4. Uniform local motion preference of VG3-AC neurites. (A) Schematic at the top shows the 597 

time course of the grating motion in the receptive field center and surround (s. Video 2, and Materials and 598 

methods). The black trace (shaded area) shows the mean (± SEM) responses of VG3-AC somata (n = 11). 599 

The color-coded traces (shaded areas) indicate the mean (± SEM) responses of ROIs at different IPL 600 

depths (24%: n = 388, purple; 29%: n = 202, blue; 36%: n = 500, sky; 43%: n = 322, green; 49%: n = 601 

308, lime; 58%: n = 298, olive). (B) The distribution of local motion preference indices of all ROIs. (C) 602 

Summary data (mean ± SEM) of local motion preference indices as a function of IPL depth. Local motion 603 

preference indices did not differ across IPL depths (p = 0.09, Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA). No ROI 604 

group at any depth was significantly different from any ROI group at another depth.  605 
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Video 1. Ca
2+

 imaging of VG3-AC neurite responses to contrast steps in spots of varying size 606 

recorded at different IPL depths. Image series of GCaMP6f responses at 24% (middle) and 53% (right) 607 

IPL depth to contrast steps in spots of different size (left). The video is sped up 2.5-fold relative to the 608 

image acquisition. In the left panel, the area of the scan fields is indicated by a red box. Two average 609 

normalized ROI traces are shown at the bottom of the middle and the right panel.  610 
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Video 2. Ca
2+

 imaging of VG3-AC neurite responses to white bar at different distance from the 611 

center. Image series of GCaMP6f responses at 53% IPL depth to a vertical stimulus bar (1.5 s ON, 1.5 s 612 

OFF) presented at different positions along the horizontal axis of the imaging region. The video is sped 613 

up 2.5-fold relative to the image acquisition. The scan field is indicated by a red box. Normalized 614 

response traces of pixels from four different parts of scan field are shown at the bottom, color-coded 615 

according to the bar beneath the scan field.  616 
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Video 3. Ca
2+

 imaging of VG3-AC neurite responses to motion. Image series of GCaMP6f responses at 617 

55% IPL depth (right) to synchronous or isolated motion of square wave gratings in the center and 618 

surround separated by a gray annulus (left). The video is sped up 1.25-fold relative to the image 619 

acquisition. In the left panel, the area of the scan fields is indicated by a red box. The average normalized 620 

ROI trace is shown at the bottom of the right panel.  621 
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Figure 1 – figure supplement 1. Specificity of GCaMP6f expression, VG3-AC neurite Ca
2+

 622 

responses, and functional image segmentation. (A-C). Representative confocal images of the inner 623 

nuclear layer and IPL (insets) stained with anti-GFP, which recognizes GCaMP6f (A, C, green), and anti-624 

VGluT3 (B, C, magenta). Conditional probabilities for co-staining were P(VGluT3-positive | GCaMP6f-625 

positive) = 1 (n = 111 cells) and P(GCaMP6f-positive | VGluT3-positive) = 0.98 (n = 113 cells). We used 626 

optic nerve crush experiments to confirm that sparse off target expression RGCs of VG3-Cre mice did not 627 

significantly affect our results (Figure 1 – figure supplement 3). (D) Inset: a representative GCaMP6f 628 

response trace of an ROI marked in (F), responding to a small spot of light (diameter: 100 μm). (D-E) 629 

Frames of a two-photon image series at time points indicated by dashed lines in the inset of (D). (F) 630 

Image segmentation of the scan field shown in (D) and (E) by a serial clustering procedure (see Materials 631 

and methods).  632 
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Figure 1 – figure supplement 2. Registration of scan fields of functional GCaMP6f imaging to 633 

high-resolution image stacks to identify IPL depth. (A, B) Each functional imaging scan field of VG3-634 

AC neurites (A, green, 64 x 80 pixels over 33 x 33 µm) was registered to one frame of a high-resolution 635 

image stack (B, blue, 512 x 512 pixels over 75 x 75 µm, 0.2 µm / z-step) acquired at the end of the 636 

functional imaging series. (C) Transmitted laser light was collected during acquisition of the high-637 

resolution stack and used to identify the boundaries of the IPL. Top: transmitted light image of the inner 638 

plexiform layer (INL). Bottom: transmitted light image of the ganglion cell layer (GCL).  639 
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Figure 1- figure supplement 3. Depth-dependent shift in contrast preferences in neurites of 640 

VG3-Cre:Ai148 mice three weeks after optic nerve crush. (A) Ca2+ transients of ROIs at different 641 

imaging depth to a contrast steps in a small spot (diameter: 100 m) recorded three weeks after optic 642 

nerve crush, which removes most RGCs (Park et al., 2008). The somata of VG3-ACs are localized 643 

exclusively in the inner nuclear layer; and all cells labeled by GCaMP6f in the ganglion cell layer of 644 

VG3-Cre:Ai148 mice have axons, suggesting that they are RGCs. To confirm the loss of RGCs after 645 

unilateral optic nerve crush, we compared the number of GCaMP6f-positive somata in the ganglion cell 646 

layer of the affected eye three weeks after nerve crush, to the number of GCaMP6f-positive somata in the 647 

ganglion cell layer of the other eye. This revealed that optic nerve crush reduced the RGC density by 648 

74%. A bar at the top indicates the stimulus timing. The different color-coded traces (shaded areas) 649 

indicate the mean (± SEM) responses of ROIs at different IPL depths (23%: n = 120, purple; 30%: n = 650 

203, blue; 42%: n = 178, green; 50%: n = 156, lime; 59%: n = 156, olive). (B) Distributions of polarity 651 

indices of VG3-AC neurite ROIs at different IPL depths color-coded as in (A). (C) Schematic of optical 652 

nerve crush procedure. (D) Summary data (mean ± SEM) of polarity indices as a function of IPL depth. 653 

Polarity indices differed between different IPL depths (p < 10-101, Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA). 654 

ROIs at 23% and 30% IPL depth were more biased to OFF responses than at other depths (p < 10-8 for 655 

41% - 59%). ROIs from 50% - 59% IPL depth were more biased to ON responses than ROIs from 23% - 656 

32% (p < 10-8 for 23% - 30%; p < 10-4 for 42%). No significant differences were observed between 23% 657 

and 30% (p = 0.79) nor between 50% and 59% (p = 0.62).  658 
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Figure 2 – figure supplement 1. Depth-dependent shift in contrast preferences of VG3-AC neurites 659 

is robust across stimulus sizes. (A, B) Summary data (mean ± SEM) of polarity indices as a function of 660 

IPL depth, calculated from responses to a single spot size (A, diameter: 100 m, s. Figure 1D) or from 661 

responses to all stimulus sizes (B, diameters: 20 m – 800 m). In (B), polarity indices differed between 662 

different IPL depths (p < 10-65, Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA). ROIs at 21% and 29% IPL depth were 663 

more biased to OFF responses than at other depths (p < 10-7 for 37% - 60%). ROIs at 60% IPL depth were 664 

more biased to ON responses than ROIs from 21% - 51% (p < 10-7 for 21% - 44%; p<0.01 for 51%).  665 
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Figure 2 – figure supplement 2. VG3-AC neurites respond selectively to small stimuli. (A, B) The 666 

distribution of size selectivity indices calculated as the ratio of the difference between responses (A: OFF, 667 

B: ON) to small (diameter: 100 m) and large (diameter: 400 m) and the sum of these responses in 668 

VG3-AC neurite ROIs. The median of size selectivity indices were 0.97 and 0.95 for OFF and ON 669 

responses, respectively. For presentation purposes, negative size selectivity indices are not shown (1.8% 670 

and 5.4% of ROIs for OFF and ON responses, respectively).  671 
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Figure 2 – figure supplement 3. Scan rates did not limit measurement of VG3-AC neurite response 672 

transience. (A) Ca2+ transients of ROIs recorded at different scan rates from two different IPL depths. 673 

The bar at the top indicates the stimulus timing. Black traces (shaded areas) show the mean (± SEM) 674 

responses of VG3-AC neurites scanned at 9.5 Hz; and teal traces (shaded areas) show the mean (± SEM) 675 

responses of VG3-AC neurites scanned at 37.9 Hz. (40% at 9.5 Hz: n = 126; 40% at37.9 Hz: n = 67; 54% 676 

at 9.5 Hz: n = 62; 54% at 37.9 Hz: n = 28.) (B) Summary data (mean± SEM) of transience indices as a 677 

function of IPL depth for responses scanned at 9.5 Hz (black) and 37.9 Hz (teal). The response transience 678 

of ROIs was not significantly different between frequencies (p = 0.22, main effect of frequency, three-679 

way ANOVA). The interactions between frequency and contrast (p = 0.83), frequency and depth (p = 680 

0.11), and among frequency, contrast and depth (p = 0.31) were not significantly different.  681 
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Figure 4 – figure supplement 1. Uniform local motion preference of VG3-AC neurites. Schematic at 682 

the top shows the time course of the grating motion in the receptive field center and surround (s. Video 2, 683 

and Materials and methods). Heatmaps of response of individual ROIs to this stimulus. Each panel shows 684 

the ROIs within a given depth group. The response of each ROI were normalized to their maximum. ROIs 685 

within each panel were sorted by their local motion preference indices in the descending order (24%: 686 

n=388; 29%: n=202; 36%: n=500; 43%: n=322; 49%: n=308; 58%: n=298). 687 
























